Intranuclear cytoplasmic inclusion is a significant diagnostic feature for the differentiation of lobular endocervical glandular hyperplasia from minimal deviation adenocarcinoma of the cervix.
Lobular endocervical glandular hyperplasia (LEGH) is a cervical lesion with pyloric gland metaplasia. Minimal deviation adenocarcinoma (MDA) is an extremely well differentiated form of endocervical adenocarcinoma (AC). To date, it is difficult to differentiate LEGH from MDA because they share similar clinical, radiological, and immunohistochemical features. Furthermore, the cytological features of LEGH and MDA have not been well defined. In the present study, we describe the cytological features of LEGH and MDA. We reviewed 24 cases of LEGH (18 pure and six mixed forms) and four MDA cases of the cervix. A total of 40 cytologic smears from 28 patients were reviewed. Abundant yellow mucin was frequently present in both LEGH and MDA; however, an INCI was found in 22 of the 24 LEGH cases and it was not found in either MDA or adenocarcinoma cells associated with LEGH. Neither cell atypia nor architectural distortion was observed in LEGH. In MDA, slight cellular atypia, three dimensional, irregular cell clustering, and prominent nucleoli were observed. The presence of an INCI is a good parameter for the diagnosis of LEGH. Cytology is an effective aid in the differentiation of LEGH from MDA.